Silent Sam could be out of UNC’s hands
By Hannah Lang
Senior Writer

The UNC administration has grappled for months over the future of
Silent Sam. N.C. Rep. Kelly Alexander,
D-District 107, said it’s time to take the
decision out of its hands.
“I think the Board of Governors
has had ample time to do something,” Alexander, who represents
Mecklenburg County, told The Daily
Tar Heel. “And I believe they’ve just
been dithering.”
Alexander is the primary sponsor
behind House Bill 20, a bill recently introduced to the N.C. House of
Representatives that would offer an
exception to G.S. 100-2.1, the 2015
law that has kept Silent Sam on campus and with no set future.
The bill, most recently referred
to the Committee on State and
Local Government, would allow
the University chancellor to permanently relocate Silent Sam off
campus and provide a legal out for
UNC’s administration, which has
yet to devise an accepted plan for
the monument’s future since it was
toppled on Aug. 20.
The bill would place the monument

in the custody of North Carolina’s
Department of Natural and Cultural
Resources, a government organization
that oversees the state’s artistic, historic and natural resources. The department would then place the statue in a
cemetery for Confederate soldiers.
It’s the second possible Silent Sam
solution introduced to the House
since the session began in January.
The first, filed Jan. 30, calls for a
repeal of the former law and would
remove the legal barrier that has kept
the chancellor from permanently
moving the monument off campus.
Alexander, who walked past
Silent Sam during his days as a UNC
student, said HB 20 offers a fair
solution that honors the historical
value of the monument.
Alexander was referencing the
Board of Trustees’ December proposal to build a new “University History
and Education Center” for the statue,
for an estimated $5 million in building costs and $800,000 in annual
operating costs. The proposal, which
followed a deadline extension of nearly three weeks, was met with backlash
from students, professors and alumni.
Workers removed Silent Sam’s
pedestal the night of Jan. 14, the

same day former Chancellor Folt
announced her resignation and
authorization of the removal. Both
the monument and its pedestal
remain in an undisclosed location,
its permanent fate yet undecided.
After rejecting the BOT’s proposal, the UNC Board of Governors set
another deadline — this time, March
15 — for the BOT and BOG to work
together to devise another alternative that complies with the law.
Junior Christian Correa, who previously served on the Undergraduate
Senate Select Committee on Silent
Sam, said legislative interference is
necessary to remove current obstacles to a permanent solution.
Lindsay Ayling, graduate student
and activist, said that Alexander’s
proposal raises deeper questions in
its pursuit of a permanent answer to
the controversy.
“The fact that the state legislature
would even need to be involved in
this issue, reveals a lot of interest
in preserving monuments to the
Confederacy,” Ayling said, citing a
recent Durham Herald-Sun op-ed
by UNC professor William Sturkey
on the legacy of one historically black
graveyard in Durham. “The fact that

these Confederate cemeteries exist
and are well maintained is also a
statement about our society’s values.”
The bill’s introduction raises practical concerns as well, Correa said in
his statement. Currently, Republicans
control the N.C. House, with 65 members to the Democrats’ 55.
Alexander hopes public lobbying
will help garner votes and overcome
this inherent partisan obstacle.
During her now-ended chancellorship, Carol Folt expressed her
personal desire to permanently
remove Silent Sam from campus but
emphasized that her ability to do so
was restricted by current state law.
Alexander believes that surmounting that legal obstacle could
allow for permanent resolution of
the monument controversy.
“ T he energ y that has been
expressed by faculty, students,
other people around this issue—
(who have been) directing it first
at the trustees and the general
administration — now it’s time to
direct that energy to the legislature,” Alexander said. “The ball is
kind of back in your court.”
@hannaherinlang
university@dailytarheel.com

Senior Writer

North Carolina’s 33-point man
exited the locker room and settled into
what’s become his self-proclaimed spot
in the Smith Center players’ lounge:
propped up in the far left corner, sitting on a long table used for catering,
with a wall of blue tile behind him.
Coby White wore a long-sleeved
white T-shirt, a gold necklace, black
sweats and unlaced lowtop Nikes. He
and everyone else in the room knew
he’d be a hot commodity postgame,
after willing the Tar Heels — at
times, singlehandedly — to an 88-85
overtime win over Miami.
One of the first questions posed
to White was how it felt to be ‘the
guy’ — especially in the second half,
when he had 23 points and six made
3-pointers alone.
“I’m pretty confident, man,” White
said. “We’ve got plenty of guys that
can be the guy, you know … Today
was just my day.”
He may have not have indulged in
his performance, but everyone else
who saw it did.
White’s stat line of 33 points and six
assists had only happened three times
before in UNC basketball history, replicated twice by Charlie Scott and once
by Joseph Forte. He became the only
first-year to score 33 twice in a season.
“Coby hit every shot we needed him
to hit,” guard Kenny Williams said.

“Yeah, definitely,” guard Cameron
Johnson said, when asked if White’s
scoring gave him any comfort as
UNC trailed late.
The point guard’s career day
began with three turnovers in the
first six minutes. When he subbed
out soon after, Roy Williams said he
made sure White sat right next to
him. The message during that visit:
“Don’t turn the stinkin’ ball over.”
He had just eight points at halftime, as UNC held a slim 31-30
lead. But once play resumed, White
poured in eight more points in five
minutes. That three at the 15:28
mark gave him an indication that he
might be in for a strong second half.
“I feel like that one started it for
me,” White said. “I just had to see one
go in clean.”
By game’s end, he’d score 17 more.
The Hurricanes held their largest
lead of the game at the 7:34 mark,
when 5-foot-7 guard Chris Lykes
sank a 3-pointer to make it 61-54.
White immediately countered with
a three of his own. Soon after, two
more to give UNC leads of 66-63 and
68-66. Then he was playing catch up,
sinking two more 3-pointers to cut
into Miami’s late lead. In all, he made
six threes in the second half.
For all the scoring he did, White
also assisted on Luke Maye’s game-tying three with 10.2 seconds left. On
an earlier possession, Kenny Williams
noticed that, when White called for a

Senior Writer

SEE WHITE, PAGE 7

SEE MAYA LITTLE, PAGE 7

You know I’m a star; space, I’ma need space.
ARIANA GRANDE

By Charlie McGee

lead. On Miami’s final possession,
when a loose ball prevented the
Hurricanes from getting a shot off,
White was credited with the steal.
And, to Roy Williams’ delight,
he never turned the ball over again.
After the game, the head coach gave
White the title of the best scoring
point guard he’s ever coached.
White had no plans to watch
Saturday’s game over again. In
fact, he said he’s never watched a

DTH/EMILY CAROLINE SARTIN
Miami guard Chris Lykes (0) and UNC first-year guard Coby White (2) fight
for the ball on Saturday in the Smith Center. UNC defeated Miami 88-85.

pick from Maye, both Miami defenders swarmed the guard.
So on UNC’s last possession of
regulation, trailing 77-74, White
kept that in mind. Maye set him a
high pick on a play labeled a dribble spinout. Sure enough, Miami’s
Lykes and Anthony Lawrence II
started to double-team White. He
sent the ball back to Maye, wide
open on the right wing. Swish.
Two of White’s six assists came
in overtime. He also made two free
throws that gave UNC an 84-79

Little’s
appeal
set for
Tuesday
Multiple UNC Honor System
members, including the Graduate and
Professional Court’s chairperson and
attorney general, will testify at a public
hearing Tuesday as graduate student
activist Maya Little appeals sanctions
brought against her last year.
Months after Little poured a mixture of her own blood and red paint on
Silent Sam in April 2018, the Graduate
and Professional Honor Court sanctioned her with 18 hours of community
service and a warning letter.
Little’s appeal argues that the initial judgement constituted a violation of her basic rights, insufficiency
of evidence and severity of sanctions.
Six individuals connected to Little’s
original hearing were called to testify
Tuesday, according to an email sent
by Aisha Pridgen, director of the
Office of Student Conduct to law student Gina Balamucki, Little’s defense
counsel for the appeal process.
However, most of those individuals do not plan to testify at the
hearing in person, something both
Little and Balamucki expressed disagreement with in separate emails to
Pridgen on Saturday.
Little’s initial judgement faced
heavy criticism due to law student
Frank Pray remaining on the panel
that voted to sanction Little.
Pray’s history of publicly supporting the Confederate monument,
including an old social media comment where he called one of Little’s
key witnesses and others opposed
to the statue “petulant children,”
was revealed mid-trial. He was still
allowed to take part in a 3-2 majority
vote that favored sanctioning Little.
Balamucki directly emailed six
individuals on Jan. 27 stating she
would be calling on them as witnesses at Little’s trial: Frank Pray; Amelia
Ahern, presiding officer of the panel
during Little’s initial hearing; Kisha
Patel, Graduate and Professional
School Honor Court chairperson; Courtney Bain, Graduate and
Professional School attorney general;
Clare Kurdys, Little’s former student
defense; Phillip Pullen, the investigative counsel that tried Little.
On Jan. 29, Kurdys met with

White leads UNC to victory with 33 points
By Chapel Fowler
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CORRECTIONS
• On page 1 of our Feb. 4 edition, an article titled After
more than a decade, UNC approves Latinx Center
incorrectly stated when the Undergraduate
Senate passed a resolution of support for the new
Latinx Center. The resolution passed in January
2018. The online version of the article has been
updated with the correct information. The Daily
Tar Heel apologizes for this error.
• On page 2 of our Feb. 8 edition, an article incorrectly
identified the Ibram X. Kendi lecture as a Stone
Center lecture. The lecture was hosted by the
University Office of Diversity and Inclusion. The
online veresion of the article has been updated
with the correct information. The Daily Tar Heel
apologizes for this error.
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Men’s lacrosse wins home opener, 14-10
By James Tatter
Senior Writer

Furman had sliced No. 15 North
Carolina men’s lacrosse’s six-goal
lead to three, trailing 9-6 with two
minutes remaining in the third quarter. At that point Tar Heel sophomore Ara Atayan and first-year Brian
Cameron had a combined zero goals
in their collegiate lacrosse careers.
Two minutes into the fourth quarter, UNC was winning 14-6. The
pair of underclassmen each had two
career goals.
“The games are never over,” head
coach Joe Breschi said. “In lacrosse
you can score in waves.”
With Furman crashing down on
UNC, the batch of young players ultimately delivered the 14-10 victory for
the Tar Heels in their home opener.
Atayan scored his first goal with
four seconds remaining in the third
quarter, contributing to a stretch of
five consecutive UNC goals in less than
four minutes to counter Furman’s run.
His second goal was off one of Andy
Matthews’ career-high five assists and
bookended two scores from Cameron.
“Having those first couple go in
the back of the net is like the best
feeling I’ve ever had in my life,”
Atayan said. “Playing at Carolina is
a dream. When you can help your
team out on the scoreboard … it’s
just a dream come true.”
First year Zachary Tucci dominated the face-off for UNC, winning 21
of 27 possessions. Breschi described
Tucci as the “five-star player of the
game,” allowing the Tar Heels to play
make-it take-it.
Despite the dominance at the centerline, the Tar Heels struggled with
offensive turnovers that allowed the
Paladins to ebb and flow their way
back into the competition, including
the final 10 minutes where UNC was

DTH/MICHAELA STUTTS
UNC senior attacker Timmy Kelly (15) leaps to slam the ball into the goal against Furman on Saturday. UNC won 14-10.

outscored 4-0.
In just its second game with an
80-second shot clock, UNC is still
learning the impact of the college
rule change on the sport.
“It’s faster, it gives more teams
more opportunities to score and
capitalize on their opportunities …
We just got sloppy and they capitalized,” Breschi said.
The quick possessions contributed
to more shots for the Paladins. The
four goals came in spite of goalkeeper Jack Pezzulla, who matched his
career high with 13 saves.
Breschi conceded that in early
February, his players’ conditioning is
not where he expects it to be just yet.

Playing hard through four quarters
is taxing, particularly with a quicker
pace of play. But the fatigue allowed
the Tar Heels to showcase their
young players off the bench.
Sophomore Alex Trippi relieved
the starting attack line with a teamhigh three goals. He attributed senior
leadership and the coaches for supporting young players who come in
when the veterans are struggling.
“It trickles down,” Trippi said.
“Everybody including the sophomores and the freshman just knows
the coaches have confidence in us.”
The seniors on the team were
members of the 2016 NCAA championship squad, but Breschi’s play-

ers know that his system is a meritocracy. The players who are at their
best in the moment are the ones who
will get playing time. What Breschi
saw in practice set up the opportunities on the field on Saturday.
“Young guys are dominating
right now, and Breschi knows that,”
Tucci said.
While the Paladins didn’t go down
without a fight, UNC got the victory in
the end. The important takeaway for
Breschi and his Tar Heels is just how
deep he can go into his bench, and the
high level of play he can expect from
his young players even with a wave
crashing down on them.
@James_Tatter

UNC artists give dedication to Black history
By Kyra Miles
Staff Writer

UNC artists and speakers will
explore the connections between
the Unsung Founders Memorial
in McCorkle Place, the murder
of James Cates in 1970 and Maya
Little’s upcoming Honor Court
appeal with a dedication in the Pit.
The dedication will take place on
Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 3 p.m. leading
up to Little’s Honor Court appeal.
This will be the second time Little

has appeared in front of the Honor
Court. Little decided to appeal the
charges she received in October at
her first appearance, which resulted
in her receiving a letter of warning
and 18 hours of community service.
The dedication is titled “After the
Fall, the Unsung Rise” and will include
speakers and artistic performances.
Gina Balamucki, Little’s representative for the trial, said this artistic
dedication is not only meant to uplift
Little and what she stands for, but all
the unsung heroes of UNC.

UNC graduate student Cortland
Gilliam will be speaking at the event.
He said while his piece does not
directly address Maya, part of the
piece touches on the necessity of
the form of engagement that she’s
taken part in.
Gilliam said the duo wanted a
mobile symbol they could take anywhere so people can always engage
with them.
Jerry Wilson, another graduate
student, is the other half of the protest art duo. He said he will be speak-

ing from the heart at the Pit event.
“I was at Maya’s first Honor Court
trial,” Wilson said. “The anger and
disbelief over how that went down
— it still hasn’t left me yet.”
Wilson said he is looking forward to what he hopes is an “active
narrative” that pushes students to
fight for justice.
“Justice is elusive,” Wilson said.
“The University just continues to fall
far below where I hoped they’d be in
matters concerning race.”
arts@dailytarheel.com

Celebrating

Carolina’s Firsts

TOMORROW
Carolina’s first student, Hinton James, is back
on campus. Catch up with him over dinner at
Chase Dining Hall from 5 – 8 p.m. Wonder what Hinton ate when he
was at Carolina? Dinner will be themed-out, and you won’t want to
miss it. Visit alumni.unc.edu/hintonjames for a complete schedule
of the day’s events, where you can learn all about Carolina’s Firsts.
#WeGotHereFirst
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Four years after
the Chapel Hill
shooting

F

our years ago, Deah Barakat,
Yu s o r Mo h a m m a d A b u Salha and Razan Mohammad
Abu-Salha were shot, in cold blood,
inside their Chapel Hill apartment.
Their neighbor, who had a history
of Islamophobic social media posts,
shot Deah in the head and chest in
the doorway. He continued into the
apartment, and then shot Yusor and
Razan execution-style in the kitchen.
This wasn’t a dispute over a parking
spot. Four years ago, Deah, Yusor and
Razan were shot for being Muslim.
I remember that day so clearly
— I think every Muslim in the U.S.
did. I held a candle from a vigil in a
Florida mosque, well before I even
thought about applying to UNC,
the monstrosity of the crime just
beginning to settle in. We all the felt
the shell-shocked horror. The utter
lack of humanity. I still cannot fully
grasp the experiences of the Muslim
community in the Triangle area during
this time.
As the news broke, the world
learned more about them — that Yusor
had just been accepted to UNC’s dental
school, Razan was a gifted artist, Deah
was a basketball fanatic. We learned
about Deah and Yusor’s courtship
and eventual marriage. We learned
about their strong faith in Islam and
involvement in community, their plans
to travel to Turkey to provide dental
care for Syrian refugees. The ummah,
the global Muslim community, had
lost their best.
“Our Three Winners” have deeply
resonated with every MuslimAmerican, none more so than the
Muslim community in the Triangle
area. They are the ones who deserve
to be celebrated, remembered and
revered — they represent the best of
our community, Muslim or not, and
what we should aspire to be as citizens.
A generation of students have
passed through Carolina since the
shootings.The campus moved on to
matters that at times, seem trivial
when compared to the horrors of the
shooting. We don’t speak of them
enough, and that’s an embarrassment.
As enlightened and progressive as
we make Chapel Hill out to be, we can
never forget that just four years ago,
three students were murdered in this
town because of their religion.
Many aspects of UNC’s tainted past,
from blackface to racist building and
stadium dedications, have come to
light, decades after it should’ve been
addressed and solved. The murder of
three Muslims is not something we can
write off as something of an ignorant
past — it is very much our present,
here and now, and a harsh reminder of
the prejudice and discrimination that
plagues our community and beyond.
The work done by their families
at the Light House Project and Our
Three Winners represents growth and
perseverance even after the darkest
of days. Their families, too, are role
models, and deserve much more
media attention than they receive. I
will always admire their strength. I will
always admire Deah, Yusor and Razan.
Because it shouldn’t just be the
Muslim students and families of Our
Three Winners keeping their memory
alive today, and always — it should be
all of us.

UNC is not as progressive as
it prides itself on being
Condemning racism on this
campus will take more than
a poorly thought out tweet.

L

ast week, after the
controversy surrounding
Virginia Governor Ralph
Northam ignited conversations
about blackface, a photo emerged
from a 1979 UNC yearbook of
members of Chi Phi fraternity in
blackface. Two members of the
fraternity were dressed in KKK
robes and held a noose around
another in blackface.
This was not an isolated
incident. The spread of fraternity
members at this party shows even
more donning blackface. This
wasn’t an isolated incident for
the year 1979, either. Reporters
from The Daily Tar Heel have
looked through the archives of
yearbooks, and blackface makes
its unfortunate appearance many,
many times throughout the 20th
centur y. (You can look for it
yourself here).
Responding to a tweet sharing
the photo, UNC’s official Twitter
account condemned the actions
and stated “racism has no place
on our campus.”
That tweet is, for lack of a
b e tt e r w o r d , B . S . N i n e y e a r s
before this picture was taken, a
Black man named James Lewis
Cates was stabbed to death by
white supremacists in the middle

of the Pit. Thirty-six years after
the picture, three Muslim students
were shot execution-style in their
apartment by a man who professed
he held anti-Muslim views.
Prejudice has been, and continues
to be, a part of this campus.
A statue dedicated to white
supremacy stood at the forefront
of our campus until this year, and
only came down because student
activists forcibly pulled it. About
30 buildings on UNC’s campus
are named after racists. Frankly,
it’s hard to believe that racism has
no place on UNC’s campus when
the administration has made and
protected public monuments to its
staunchest defenders.
Both UNC ’s administration
and students should take off the
rose-colored glasses with which
we view ourselves and work on
coming to honest terms with
who we are and who we have
been. UNC is not a progressive
paradise, and pretending it is
doesn’t undo decades of racism or
change the ongoing experiences
of discrimination that minority
groups continue to have on our
campus. We have become fixated
on an idealized perception of
ourselves while neglecting to make
the difficult decisions that would
actually help us realize our ideals.
So instead of reconciling with
our flaws and finding a path
for ward, we are continuously
blindsided by explosions of

suppressed discontents or dredged
up remnants of racism. Every time
the administration is “shocked”
or “saddened ” and condemns
the incident, continuing the
farce that it was an incident and
not the symptom of a heavily
institutionalized disease.
We shouldn’t lay the emotional
labor on students of color to
remind us that UNC is, in fact,
racist. We all need to address this,
and analyze the school’s tainted
past ourselves. The administration
certainly needs to.
1979 was not a long time ago. It
was only 40 years ago, to be exact.
We cannot write these images off
as a relic of the past, or pretend
as if they don’t exist. UNC cannot
call itself a forward-thinking,
progressive University when these
overt signs of white supremacy
and celebrations of slavery were
considered memorable enough to
be in the yearbook.
D e a n S m i t h w a s U N C ’s
basketball coach in 1979. On his
team was Charlie Scott, who was
the very first Black scholarship
athlete at UNC. Just three years
later, the basketball team under
his leadership won the National
C hampionship, with Michael
Jordan, James Worthy and Sam
Perkins on the squad.
UNC commemorates this part
of its history. It needs to remember
that darker part of it, too.

COLUMN

Redemption for the ignorant
Accept that the process to
eliminate racism includes
accountability with grace.

T

h i s w e e k L i a m Ne e s o n
inserted himself onto the fastgrowing list of public figures
in the media who have revealed
jarringly racist perspectives.
“I went up and down areas with
a cosh, hoping I’d be approached
by somebody — I’m ashamed to
say that — and I did it for maybe a
week, hoping some (uses air quotes
with fingers) ‘Black bastard’ would
come out of a pub and have a go at
me about something, you know?
So that I could kill him.” He said
this in a recent interview with The
Independent, recalling his feelings
following a rape against a friend,
allegedly committed by a Black male.
One thing is for sure: this is
absolutely unacceptable. Not
only did he credit the actions of
this man to his skin color, but he
publicly admitted to associating the
intentions of one twisted mind with
those of an entire race — fueling
an alleged mission to literally kill
any Black man in response. This
comment follows recent headlines
of resurfaced photos in blackface
and the attack against Jussie
Smollett. Headlines after headlines,
each stinging a little more than the
last. It is disheartening. Moreover,
it is quite tempting to throw our
hands in the air and ask, “When will
it all stop?”
What I suggest, though, is that
the climate in the media is a good
thing. I absolutely agree that it is
upsetting to see such repeated acts
of hatred, discrimination or, at
the very least, ignorance. But isn’t
it true that in order to grow as a

Emma Kenfield
Sophomore journalism major from
Johns Creek, Ga.
email: emmalee9@
live.unc.edu

society, we must create a space for
people to make mistakes?
If those hateful, discriminative,
ignorant people quietly pondered
their points of view to themselves,
their wrongdoings and twisted
perspectives could never be
corrected. It is exponentially better
for mankind as a whole to be
challenged by close-minded, racist
people and call on them to analyze
their views and ultimately grow.
Be hurt. Be angry. Feel every
effec t of modern, common
prejudice. Then, decide for yourself
that the shame of raw exposure
alone is enough punishment.
This is 2019; racism shouldn’t be
a normality, it isn’t “just the way
things are” anymore. Overt racists
are in the minority — they simply
need to show themselves. Headlines
need to be displayed. They need
to be exposed. Without shameful
embarrassment to the rest of the
world, racist thoughts will foster
silently and unencumbered within
the minds of the ignorant.
Ne e s o n a p p e a r e d o n G o o d
Morning America following the
news to apologize and explain —
saying that once he’d come “down
to Earth.” This public epiphany
comes decades after the night he
described — only because the world
was given a platform to react and
show him exactly the way his words
affected others.
Constant exposure to negativity
can make you question if there’s
goodness in the world. However, it

also forces accountability on those
in the wrong, so that they are able
to open their minds and correct
themselves.
Because that is what will fix this
problem. It will be slow, painful
and sometimes hard to see the light
at the end of the tunnel. The only
way to defeat racism in America
is to, one by one, shake the lives
of those so fixated on an ignorant
point of view, forcing them to
confront their outdated beliefs.
Giving them a chance to apologize,
to realize their wrongs and make
up for their actions.
We do not stone people who screw
up anymore. We educate them so
that they can put forth kindness
in the future. We recognize that
humans are a flawed people, and that
growth and redemption is far better
in the long run than punishment and
shame. It takes horrible mistakes to
reach substantial growth.
It is time to stop denying that
racism exists, or throwing our hands
in the air in defeat. Instead, accept
that the process to eliminate it
includes accountability with grace.
Accept that this country still has
miles to grow, and believe that we
are the generation to encourage that.
Lastly, for those who find the
coverage of these stories excessive,
wake up. “Gotcha journalism” is
publishing a story to defame a
person of importance undeservingly.
Exposure of blatantly wrong
opinions is necessary and will
absolutely continue — until the
reasons to do so subside. If you are
numb to the sixth story of blackface
you’ve read this week, if the impact
of racially-fueled prejudice does not
affect you, perhaps it is you who
needs reevaluating.

“I think the Board of
Governors has had ample
time to do something. And
I believe they’ve just been
dithering.
N.C. Rep. Kelly Alexander, D-District 107,
who has introduced a bill to the N.C. House
of Representatives calling for Silent Sam to
be placed in a Confederate cemetery under
the stewardship of the state’s Department of
Natural and Cultural Resources.

FEATURED ONLINE READER
COMMENT
“Glad it can be twisted into a
positive because it was all tears
and curse words that day.”
Melissa Snyder Wickham, Facebook
commenting on UNC men’s basketball’s
response to their loss against Louisville.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Editorial Board should
condemn McCrory
I strongly disagree with the
Editorial Board’s suggestion that
students “welcome” the 2019
In s t i t u t e o f Po l i t i c s V i s i t i n g
Fellows, one of whom is former North Carolina governor
Pat McCrory, to speak weekly on
campus this semester. McCrory’s
historic support for House Bill 2,
legislation that disallowed North
Carolina municipalities from
passing LGBT anti-discrimination ordinances and that required
gender-nonconforming and
transgender North Carolinians
to use only those bathrooms that
align with their biological sex as
assigned at birth, disqualifies
him for the post. House Bill 2 has
been described by Equality North
Carolina, a respected nonprofit
working to secure equal rights for
LGBT North Carolinians, as “the
worst anti-LGBT bill in the entire
nation,” and key provisions of the
bill remain on the books. I doubt
that the Editorial Board would
encourage Black students to welcome an avowed racist to speak
on campus, or Jewish students an
avowed anti-Semite. Yet, it expects
students who identify as transgender or gender-nonconforming
to blithely engage with a person
who has leveraged his position of
power to deny the rights of LGBT
North Carolinians. In inviting
McCrory to serve as a prestigious
Fellow on campus, the Institute
of Politics has demonstrated that
its role is not to honor true public service, but to celebrate power
removed from the demands of
moral clarity. The Board should
condemn the IoP’s decision and
rescind its remarks.
Avra Janz
UNC 2021
Economics and public policy major

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not
be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and
phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department
and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity,
accuracy and vulgarity. Limit letters to
250 words.

SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 151 E.
Rosemary St., Chapel Hill, NC 27514
• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and
letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials
reflect the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel
editorial board, which comprises 15 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and
editor and the editor-in-chief.
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Local governments agree to fund county food council
By Jonny Cook
Staff Writer

The Chapel Hill Town Council
passed a Memorandum of
Understanding on Jan. 30 to establish a joint-funding agreement with
local governments to support the
Orange County Food Council.
The OCFC was formed in spring
2016 with the goal of growing a local
food system that ensures access to
nutritious foods for all in the county
while also promoting sustainable agriculture, increasing economic development and advancing social justice.
The memorandum now has
to go before the Orange County
Commissioners for a vote. If they
pass it, the county will create a fulltime staff position for a food council
coordinator that will be funded by all
the municipalities in the county.
The funding formula will be population-based on a total, annual proposed budget of $71,000. This leaves
Chapel Hill responsible for 41 percent
of the funding, the county with 39
percent of the funding and Carrboro
and Hillsborough charged with the
remaining 20 percent of the costs.
Several citizens voiced their sup-

port for the memorandum in front of
the Town Council, citing the OCFC’s
role in securing funds for food-insecure members in the community in
addition to bringing healthy food to
the area.
Ken Dawson, a local farmer and
liaison to the Agricultural Preservation
Board for the food council, said he
thinks the memorandum will raise
awareness of the food council and
make it a more legitimate force.
One of the critiques the Town
Council offered to the OCFC was that
their performance metrics were not
very clear nor encompassing.
Dawson acknowledged this but
said the food council’s efforts are
hard to measure quantitatively.
He also noted the trend in the
agricultural industry has been shifting away from the large, traditional
tobacco and dairy farms, and instead
toward smaller farms. Because of this,
he said there is a need to support the
continuation of local and viable agriculture like these farmers because
they are “protectors of the watershed”
and contribute to the local economy.
The OCFC is not the only organization making efforts to increase food
security in the county. PORCH, which

was founded in 2010, places a greater
emphasis on food delivery than the
OCFC, said Susan Romaine, one of the
organizations three original founders.
Speaking on the two organization’s similarities, Romaine said
although many people think of the
county as an affluent area, there are
several pockets of poverty.
“There is this tremendous need
for different organizations to come
together and strengthen the safety
nets for some of these families that
are living, in many cases, from paycheck to paycheck,” Romaine said.
While the food council is waiting
for the the county commissioners
to approve the memorandum, the
food council is split into several
smaller workgroups with more specific focuses, including food access,
local food economy and waste rescue workgroups.
Jenn Weaver, co-chairperson of
the OCFC and mayor pro tem of
Hillsborough, represents the commissioners on the food council. She said
the group focusing on waste rescue is
working with some local businesses,
like Joe Van Gogh, in efforts to move
toward a zero-waste environment.
We a v e r s a i d t h e To w n o f

DTH/JACK GARSIDE
Ken Dawson has been working on his farm, Maple Spring Gardens, for 36
years. Dawson currently serves on the Orange County Food Council.

Hillsborough has generally been very
positive with its response to the food
council’s efforts, and the town has
been very enthusiastic about the idea.
“We’ve had some challenges trying to help folks understand exactly what it is the food council does,”
Weaver said.

Much of this confusion stems
from the confusion between system-level work like the OCFC and
direct-access work from groups like
PORCH, she said.
“The food council is learning as
we go, too,” she said.
city@dailytarheel.com

Town calls for 1,000 more parking spaces at council meeting
By Nicholas Emken
Staff Writer

The Chapel Hill Town Council
heard ideas last Wednesday for
the future of parking in downtown
Chapel Hill. Town officials delivered
a presentation outlining some of the
ideas which aim to keep downtown
accessible for vehicles and encourage
economic development.
Town officials determined that

a portion of downtown is nearing
capacity and its needs for parking
are immediate. Based on expected
future demand, the Town of Chapel
Hill staff called for approximately an
additional 1,000 parking spaces.
They singled out the Wallace
Parking Deck, which is on the corner
of East Rosemary and Henderson
streets, saying that it required an
additional 100 parking spaces, which
would cost around $600,000. The

maintenance required to refurbish the
parking deck before the spaces could
be added would cost $1.8 million.
During the presentation, other
possible measures to meet the
demand were discussed. Several of
these measures involved parking
programs. One such program was
shared parking, in which buildings
that are occupied during part of the
day would have their parking spaces opened up for public use outside

PLEASE STEAL

of business hours.
Another proposal is off-site parking. In this arrangement, a new developer would have the option of providing private parking for a portion
of its employees and give the Town
additional money to help it construct
public parking facilities elsewhere
that can be used by employees.
Another suggestion was that
the Town review its leased-parking program, which allows drivers

to reserve a space on a monthly or
semester basis. It is available at a
few parking locations, including the
Wallace deck.
Later this month or in early
March, Town staff plan to formally
ask the Town Council for funding
for the Wallace addition. They plan
to deliver updates on other parking
matters this fall.
@EmkenNick
city@dailytarheel.com

Who has the best fans?

ALL THE MONEY
Donate to the DTH today to show
the Duke Chronicle which college
newspaper has the best fans. Go to

YOU CAN GET

dailytarheel.com/rivalry challenge.
Donate between now and Feb. 20.
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UNC junior A. C. Headlee celebrates after winning his bout against his VT opponent (4-2)
in Carmichael Arena on Friday. UNC won the overall competition against VT 18-14.

Daniel lifts Tar Heels to
victory with late bout win
No. 15 UNC wrestling defeated No.
11 Virginia Tech, 18-14, to move to
11-5 overall and 3-0 in ACC matches.
By Tommy Fradenburg
Staff Writer

Cory Daniel has been here before.
Wrestling as the closer, Daniel again
found himself in a position where his team’s
victory or defeat was riding on the result of
his bout, competing unranked against a
ranked opponent.
A crowd of fans and teammates looked on,
encouraging the respective wrestlers with a
nervous energy. Just eight days ago, Daniel
faced this scenario at then-No. 13 Pittsburgh
and pulled out the upset, along with the
match win for UNC (11-5, 3-0 ACC).
“I just wanted to stick to my match,” Daniel
said. “No matter what happened in Brandon
(Whitman’s) match, I wanted to focus on mine
and secure the win.”
When Daniel was presented with a do-ordie situation on Friday in No. 15 North
Carolina’s dual meet with No. 11 Virginia
Tech at Carmichael Arena, head coach
Coleman Scott said he was more than confident his veteran wrestler would take care
of business.
“I didn’t have a worry,” Scott said. “This is
the guy that’s been in there his whole career,
and hell yeah, I want someone that’s done
it before.”
The coach’s faith – and the team’s – was
well placed. After falling behind 1-0 in the
second period, Daniel, a redshirt senior,
earned an escape and late takedown against
No. 18 Billy Miller on the way to a 3-2 decision victory to clinch the 18-14 upset victory
for the Tar Heels.
“My first period, I didn’t get to my offense
that much,” Daniel said. “But when I got
that takedown, that helped set the rest of my
match up.”
Daniel’s efforts were crucial, but hardly
unfamiliar to the Tar Heels.
What was unfamiliar, though, and what
proved to be just as important, was the
first bout victory of first-year Brandon
Whitman’s career.
Wrestling in the 197-pound weight class,
Whitman took on Virginia Tech’s Tom Sleigh,
a redshirt senior ranked No. 7 in the country.

The momentum was with the Hokies, who
were in the midst of a three-bout winning
streak and looking to clinch a come-from-behind victory on the road.
Whitman was not the only North Carolina
wrestler facing a formidable opponent.
Virginia Tech threw out five ranked wrestlers
over the final five bouts (four of whom are in
the top 10).
No. 14 Chip Ness surrendered a major
decision in the bout before Whitman, capping a run of 11 straight points for the Hokies
and giving them a 14-12 lead, their first since
being up 3-0.
But Scott has trained his wrestlers not to
worry about the bouts before or after them.
He has trained them to focus on each bout,
each period, each point, before worrying
about the next.
Whitman said that he takes this advice
very seriously.
“I try not to watch matches before I wrestle,” he said. “I’ve just got to stay calm and stick
to what I do best.”
The focus in close bouts kept the Tar
Heels alive. While they won six of the 10
matchups, no UNC wrestler earned more
than a regular decision.
The Tar Heel wrestlers won two matches in
overtime, and two more in the final seconds.
Redshirt senior Gary Wayne Harding also
exemplified the focus Scott expects.
Facing a 7-3 deficit in the third period,
Harding rallied against No. 12 Korbin Myers,
executing a late takedown followed by a near
fall to earn a 12-8 victory.
“Focus on scoring the next point, that’s all
you can do,” Harding said. “You can’t think to
the future, and when you just focus on scoring,
the next point stuff comes.”
The Tar Heels showed grit.
Even when points were hard to come
by, they found a way, winning matches by
scores of 2-1 and 3-2. UNC fought hard for
the win, but don’t expect the team to rest
on its laurels.
In true Scott fashion, North Carolina won’t
let the night’s success distract it the next task
at hand; a date with No. 8 N.C. State next
Friday at Carmichael Arena.
“We reset right now with one goal in mind,
and that’s beat State,” Scott said.
@tommyfradenburg
@DTHSports
sports@dailytarheel.com
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Discrimination complaints prevalent in Orange, Durham counties
By Julia Masters
Staff Writer

A recent report by the N.C. Fair
Housing Project showed that Orange
and Durham counties proportionally
have the highest rates of filed housing
discrimination complaints in the state
according to data from 2000-2017
provided by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
The report found that, in the past
five years, disability and racial discrimination accounted for 47.6 and
32.4 percent of all housing discrimination complaints.
The N.C. Fair Housing Project
was founded by Legal Aid in 2011 to
combat housing discrimination and
devote more resources to the issue.
Its main services include teaching
renters, homeowners and landlords
about their rights and obligations
provided by the law, representing
victims of discrimination and conducting fair housing testing.
Though Orange and Durham
counties have some of the highest
numbers of reported complaints, this
does not necessarily mean they have
the highest rates of discrimination.
“Durham and Orange county
having the highest rate of complaints filed could be a factor of the
residents of those counties being
more aware of their rights,” said
Jeffrey Dillman, co-director of the
Fair Housing Project.

Jack Holtzman, co-director of
the Fair Housing Project, echoed
Dillman’s sentiment that other areas
of North Carolina may not be as educated about their housing rights or
outlets to report discrimination.
“We believe that there is a substantial percentage of individuals
in North Carolina who are not even
aware of their fair housing rights or
how to file their housing complaints
or where they could file complaints
if they wanted too,” Holtzman said.
A lot of housing discrimination
can be hard to recognize, as it’s not
as conspicuous as it used to be, said
Erika Wilson, a professor in the UNC
School of Law.
“It’s not necessarily going to be
a landlord calling someone a racial
slur,” she said. “It’s going to be more
backdoor methods that people
don’t recognize.”
The Fair Housing Project uses
trained testers of different statuses
to see if they are offered different
things to determine if discrimination is present. Wilson said a lot
of racial housing discrimination is
found from neighborhoods wanting
to maintain a certain “aesthetic” to
keep property value high.
“In places where you have higher-income people, more affluent people, typically white residents – you are
more likely to see exclusionary practices meant to maintain that aesthetic
where you have a more homogeneous

DTH/CLAUDIA BENFIELD
Northside Neighborhood displays a memorial regarding segregation and its history on W. Rosemary Street in Chapel Hill.

neighborhood,” she said.
Wilson said many jurisdictions are
thinking about enacting legislation
that prohibits the discrimination of
tenants based on source of income.
“Landlords will often refuse to
rent tenants that have Section 8
vouchers, which are vouchers given
to low income residents by the federal government to help them pay
their rent,” Wilson said.
This is legalized racial discrimi-

nation, as a lot of voucher holders
are people of color, she said. The discrimination could actually be about
the client’s race, but it’s legally about
the vouchers.
“On the disability front, it’s often a
cost issue, that landlords don’t want
to have to take the extra cost to provide reasonable accommodations for
those with disabilities,” Wilson said.
The Fair Housing Project tests
houses and buildings when they are

built to see if they properly accommodate those with disabilities. If the
construction doesn’t meet the necessary standards, a complaint is filed,
Holtzman said.
“I think people think of housing as a private thing that affects
them,” Wilson said. “But housing I
think really should be conceptualized as a human right as a number
of externalities.”
city@dailytarheel.com

2019 Writer’s Discussion Series starts this month
By Maydha Devarajan
Staff Writer

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center
for Black Culture and History is set
to begin its 2019 Writer’s Discussion
Series this month.
The first speaker, author and
UNC graduate E. Patrick Johnson,
will read excerpts from his new book,
“Black. Queer. Southern. Women.” on
Wednesday evening. Johnson used
ethnographies and oral histories to
develop the book, drawing on the stories and experiences of more than 70
African-American Southern women.
“I think oral histories are really
important for sharing the stories of
marginalized groups,” Johnson said.
Joseph Jordan, director of the Sonja
Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture

and History, said inviting Johnson to
speak was natural, especially given his
relationship with the Center.
“This is a home for him,” Jordan
said. “We weren’t reaching out to
someone that we didn’t know anything about and who didn’t know
anything about us. He was here
when people were trying to get the
Stone Center built.”
Johnson, a professor at
Northwestern University, has conducted research and written extensively on race and sexual and gender
identities, often incorporating performance arts into his work.
Johnson, who has spoken at the
Stone Center previously, recalled
one such experience, when a man
repeatedly asked him, “How do you
deal with you and your God?” during

a Q&A session after a 2008 performance of “Pouring Tea: Black Gay
Men of the South Tell Their Tales”
in Chapel Hill. The man, who he said
was struggling with his own sexuality, later came onstage, “sobbing profusely,” to hug and thank Johnson.
“Hearing the stories of other men
who had gone through the same struggle as he had gone through, or was
going through, made all the world of
difference because it would let him
know that he was not alone,” he said.
The performance piece was a staged
reading based on the oral histories of
Johnson’s book “Sweet Tea: Black Gay
Men of the South – An Oral History,”
published in 2008. Johnson said he
originally intended to include the
voices of women in “Sweet Tea,” but
the responses from men were so over-

whelming he focused solely on their
narratives. In 2012, he started conducting oral history interviews with
women that would eventually become
“Black. Queer. Southern. Women.”
Jordan said the Stone Center
frequently invites writers and
scholars to talk about their work,
but in 2006, the Center started the
Writer’s Discussion Series in collaboration with Bull’s Head Bookshop.
The series aims to focus on scholarly work, with speakers working
in some capacity in the field of
African-American and Diaspora
studies. Jordan said hearing about
Johnson’s work could be especially
impactful for attendees.
“Particularly for students, they
need to understand that professor
Johnson was sitting in their seat

not too long ago, dreaming about
how he was going to fulfill all of
his aspirations to be someone who
found ways to intermix performance studies with his own interest in the history and the current
conditions of gay communities in
the country,” Jordan said.
Johnson said he hopes that people who come to his session of the
Writer’s Discussion Series realize the
“complexity of sexuality.”
“All gay people aren’t the same,
all Black people aren’t the same,
all Southerners aren’t the same,”
Johnson said. “I hope that these stories reflect the diversity of the South,
the diversity of queer people, the
diversity of Black people, the diversity of the category one in itself.”
university@dailytarheel.com

Makeathon offers creative students $10,000 in prizes
By Anna Southwell
Staff Writer

The BeAM makerspace’s weeklong event kicked off on Sunday,
giving creative students the chance
to showcase their talents — and compete for over $10,000 in prizes.
The Makeathon is a cross-campus competition fueled by creativity
to channel innovation into physical
and digital prototypes that promote
positive social impact.
“I just love creating things, so
I’m in it to learn, and I’m interested to see how this entrepreneurial
perspective of innovation intersects
with product design,” said Brittany
Huffman, Makeathon participant and graduate student in the
Department of Chemistry.
UNC’s first Makeathon featured
180 students, 43 teams, 14 mentors,
15 workshops and nine cross-campus partners, said Callie Brauel,
assistant director of the Center of
Entrepreneurial Studies at KenanFlagler Business School. Students
compete with an academically diverse
team of three to five other students in
one of two tracks: digital or physical
product development. For academic
diversity, each Makeathon team is
required to have a combination of at
least three different majors.
Students can win prizes for the Best

Digital Product, the Best Physical
Product, Creative Makerspace Use,
Creative App Lab Use, Student’s
Choice and Best Overall.
Participants are also granted special
access to on-campus makerspaces, app
labs, workshops, research databases
and expert mentors to design, reiterate
and enhance their products, business
models and pitches.
Jeff Terrell, a professor in the
Department of Computer Science
and a mentor for the Makeathon in the
late-stage digital track, runs the App
Lab, where students can learn how to
build web and mobile applications.
“Both faculty and students are
focused on understanding things
better and advancing the boundaries
of what us humans know, and I think
that’s really important,” Terrell said.
“We are helping students think more
in terms of making things, and showing them that the barriers of making
things are not actually as high as they
might think.”
North Carolina State University
introduced the idea of the
Makeathon. N.C. State has been
holding the event for four consecutive years. After a meeting with
N.C. State, a committee at UNC was
formed to learn about and adapt the
idea, Brauel said.
Over 10 years ago, the Stedman
family, graduates of Kenan-Flagler

Business School, established a foundation for the Carolina Challenge, a
cross-campus pitch competition that
focused on a shark tank competition
between teams.
When Brauel became director of
Carolina Challenge in August, she
said she wanted to diversify the idea of
the Carolina Challenge and open it up
to all students on campus, regardless
of majors or skill sets. When the idea
to form UNC’s Makeathon, which
intersects both entrepreneurship and
innovation, came about, she took the
opportunity to make the change. The
Carolina Challenge was adapted to
form the UNC Makeathon.
“In reality, the mindset of entrepreneurship should be for everyone across
campus, rather than just business
majors,” Brauel said. “My hope is that
these 180 students who may not have
considered themselves to be entrepreneurs before this event will realize
that they, too, can develop those skill
sets, which can apply to their careers
no matter what profession they’re in.”
Participants of the Makeathon are
introduced to multiple perspectives
within the teams. Brauel said this
lesson is valuable to professional
development because when students
graduate, they won’t only work with
people in their discipline — in the
real world, teams are diverse.
“People across campus will get

DTH/RYAN HERRON
Sabah Kadir looks on to the keynote lecture for UNC’s Makathon on Sunday.

to meet other students that they
wouldn’t otherwise cross paths with,
forming a team of diverse talents
and a strong dynamic,” said Aspyn
Fulcher, program manager of the
Entrepreneurship Center at KenanFlagler, who worked alongside
Brauel to run the Makeathon. “We
are bringing a lot of different people

together to create and innovate.”
Fu l c h e r s a i d i f t h e U N C
Makeathon builds momentum this
week, they hope to continue the
tradition, with an eventual vision to
extend the Makeathon into a “friendly” Triangle competition between
N.C. State and Duke University.
university@dailytarheel.com
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MAYA LITTLE
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Balamucki. She told Balamucki
that the graduate students being
compelled to testify publicly would
violate the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, according
to a recording of the conversation
Balamucki provided to the DTH.
Two days later, Balamucki had
received no further response from
any of the six individuals.
In an email, Pridgen asked
Balamucki for a document justifying why each witness’ appearance
would provide relevant information.
Balamucki sent a document the next
morning but didn’t realize that Bain,

she was unclear on Kurdys’ argument regarding a FERPA violation,
and that those testifying are not
required to answer obligated questions at the hearing.
On Feb. 4, Pridgen emailed
Balamucki stating that Bachenheimer
had determined that the testimony of
Pray, Ahern and Kurdys could be justifiably compelled.
According to a Feb. 8 email, the
following is how Little’s witnesses
are planning to testify. The hearing
is set to take place between 4 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Frank Pray is set to testify by
phone; Amelia Ahern has requested to send a statement in lieu of testifying due to a conflict during the

as the student attorney general, would
be the one to assess the document.
“I do not understand how your
office could think that (Bain) was
the appropriate person to decide
whether or not she herself should
be compelled to testify,” Balamucki
said in a follow-up email to Pridgen.
On Feb. 1 Pridgen responded,
stating in an email that Bain had
recused herself and that Aaron
Bachenheimer, chairperson of
Little’s appeal hearing, would review
the requests.
Balamucki met with Pridgen
later that day. During the meeting
recorded by Balamucki, Pridgen
said that Patel and Bain would voluntarily testify. Pridgen also said

Monday, February 11, 2019
hearing; Kisha Patel is set to testify
by phone; Courtney Bain is set to
testify in person; Clare Kurdys is set
to testify by phone; Phillip Pullen is
set to testify in person.
Balamucki emailed Pridgen back
stating that her and Little did not
agree to Pray phoning in, and asking about the conflicts stopping each
student from testifying in person.
As of Sunday night, two days
before the appeal hearing, Pridgen
had not responded.
If Ahern does not appear,
Balamucki may call for the case to be
tossed out, she told the DTH, as the
Instrument guarantees Little the right
to question any material witnesses.
university@dailytarheel.com

WHITE

FROM PAGE 1
TV broadcast of himself once. That
might have something to do with his
preference for streaming.
White didn’t have any postgame
celebrations in mind, either. Probably
some Fortnite later, even though
he admitted Nassir Little and Ryan
McAdoo “carry” Leaky Black and him
in the video game most of the time.
But would today’s performance
— over a third of UNC’s points,
constant heat checks and a win that
pushed UNC to 9-1 in ACC play —
make up for the Fortnite issues?
“Yeah,” White laughed. “I hope so.”
@chapelfowler

DTH office is open TODAY
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Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
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Adoption/Birth
Announcement
PRESCHOOOL ENROLLMENT for 2019/2020
school year: University United Methodist Preschool (uumpchapelhillpreschool.org) located
adjacent to the UNC campus at 150 E Franklin
St. is now enrolling for the 2019/2020 school
year. Cut off age date for each class is Aug.
31, 2019. Contact uumpchapelhill@gmail.com
or 919-967-8867. To schedule a tour in person,
ask for Kim Patterson.

Do it by
Pit
distance!

HeelsHousing.com

Help others lead an
independent and fulfilling life!
Full-time and Part-time positions
available helping individuals with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities. This opportunity is
GREAT if you’re interested in
gaining experience related to
your major/degree in nursing,
psychology, sociology, OT/PT, or
other human service fields.
On the job training is provided.
Various shifts available!
Entry-level pay starting
up to $11 per hour.
To apply visit us at
jobs.rsi-nc.org

HOROSCOPES

Help Wanted
DELivERy, SALES, PART TiME Chapel Hill Florist is hiring sales and delivery people for valentine’s Day. Must be available the 13th and
14th. Drivers must have own car, valid license.
Give us a call! 919-929-2903

If February 11th is Your Birthday...

It’s Fast, It’s Easy!
It’s DTH Classifieds
ONLINE!
dailytarheel.com/classifieds
THE CHAPEL HiLL yMCA is seeking Part-Time
after school counselors Monday-Friday from
2-6pm. Must love working with kids! Bus stops
at our driveway. To apply please email Sam.
simons@ymcatriangle.org 919-987-8856

Collaborate with friends for a rich reward this year.
Carefully plan and coordinate. Fresh energy floods
your work this summer, leading to a reflective
reorientation phase. Winter spiritual or personal
insights inspire new physical and health practices.
Strengthen connections with people you love, respect
and admire.

LOST & FOUND ADS
RUN FREE IN DTH
CLASSIFIEDS!

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Travel/Vacation
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

$189 for 5 DAyS. All prices include: Round trip
luxury party cruise, accommodations on the
island at your choice of 10 resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www. BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 9 -- you’re earning your pay. A balanced bank account is only part of the story.
Make an important and potentially lucrative
connection. A dream seems within reach.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Use what you’re learning to
cut costs and reduce waste. There’s growth
potential for shared accounts. Collaborate for
common gain. Grab a golden opportunity.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- you’re looking especially good.
your status is rising; the good work you’ve
been doing is getting attention. Meditate on
what you’d like to create.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Work closely with your
partner. Exchange promises and monitor
progress. Another appreciates your skills.
Express your own appreciations. Collaborate
for a shared win.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 6 -- in quiet moments, inspiration
hits. Create plans and visions. The artistry is
in the details. Craft your steps and sequences.
Get help from kindred spirits.

QUESTIONS? 962-0252

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 -- Win through teamwork. Listen
with your heart. Make sure everyone’s needs
get met. Monitor social media and local news.
Arrange connections ahead of time.

RECYCLE ME PLEASE!

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- A professional test or challenge has your attention. Someone’s saying
nice things about your work. Collaborate
with an expert for best results. Learn from the
competition.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Grow through higher
education, travel and research. Explore and
discover. Pursue a dream or possibility. Pick
up the pace and move. Follow a passion.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Pick up the pace! Physical
action can move at a higher velocity. Prioritize
your own health and vitality. Exercise feeds
your heart, mind, body and spirit.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- Go for love. Enjoy the company
of someone you admire and respect. Creativity
blooms with arts, games and romance. indulge
a passion. Practice random kindness.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Home seduces you into cozy
comfort. Conserve resources. Cook simple fare
with family and friends. Beautify your environment with candles, flowers or soft lighting.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 -- Write your story. inspiration
flickers across your keyboard. Share your message with your networks. Communication and
creativity blossom. Express your view.
(c) 2019 TRiBUNE MEDiA SERviCES, iNC.
Linda Black Horoscopes

Level:
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Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by-3
box (in bold borders)
contains every digit 1 to 9.

Solution to last puzzle

© 2015 The Mepham Group.
All rights reserved.

ACROSS
1 important family member
4 Sneezy, Happy or Grumpy
9 Rip-off scheme
13 Relocate
14 Mistake
15 Drifter
16 Biblical book
17 imaginary; not factual
19 WWii president
20 Walkways
21 Relaxes
22 Criticizes harshly
24 Texter’s giggle
25 Notorious Al
27 Like a forest
30 Skillful
31 ice cream portion
33 By way of
35 Brooches
36 Piece of silverware
37 Cry
38 Senator Cruz
39 Black suit
40 Jessica or Hope
41 Loan shark
43 Way of doing things
44 Disabled car’s need
45 __ Rica
46 Flower stalks
49 Baseball or rugby
51 Org. for Rockets & Raptors
54 Golfers’ tops
56 West or Sandler
57 Weapons
58 Thrill
59 Lunch spot
60 Trial run
61 Regal
62 Peculiar

The Daily Commuter Crossword Puzzle
DOWN
1 Frame of mind
2 Blows one’s budget
3 Blanc or Brooks
4 Malign
5 Judge’s orders
6 Part of the foot
7 Goes bad
8 When to say “TGiF”: abbr.
9 Protective plate
10 Dove sounds
11 Lie next to
12 velvety green ground cover
13 Monogram for actor Fox
18 Group of Brownies
20 Breathe heavily
23 __ off; severs
24 Crazy as a __
25 Crunch or Kangaroo: abbr.
26 “Bye, Pierre!”
27 Courts
28 Fair; impartial
29 San __, CA
31 __ on; incite
32 Corn on the __
34 Ridiculed
36 Murdered
37 60-__ light bulb
39 Grouchy
40 in case
42 Maximum
43 Tidbit
45 Terra-__; roof tile material
46 Argument
47 __ off; left suddenly
48 Trees with grayish bark
49 Fodder storage tower
50 Minister’s
advice
52 Never in need of shampoo
53 Toulouse friend
55 That woman
56 Hubbub

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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SCORES

WRESTLING: UNC 18, Virginia Tech 14
MEN’S BASKETBALL: UNC 88, Miami 85
MEN’S LACROSSE: UNC 14, Furman 10
WOMEN’S LACROSSE: UNC 18, James Madison 7

Maye hits three at end of regulation in overtime win
By Brennan Doherty
Senior Writer

Luke Maye knew he would be
open. All eyes, for good reason, were
on Coby White.
With the way White had been
scoring at will, it’s understandable why Miami thought North
Carolina’s first-year point guard
would be the one attempting to tie
the game for UNC on its final possession of the second half, down three
to a Hurricanes team that entered
Saturday’s game at the Smith Center
just 2-8 in ACC play.
So when Maye set a pick for
White at the top of the key, not only
did Miami guard Chris Lykes follow
White, who had hit six second-half
3-pointers, but so did forward
Anthony Lawrence II, leaving Maye
wide open with a chance to send the
game to overtime. It was a chance
well taken by Maye, as he took the
pass from White and hit the shot to
force an overtime, where UNC eventually held on for an 88-85 win. In
doing so, Maye made head coach
Roy Williams look wise for dialing up a late-game look for a guy
he thought “had sucked the whole
game.”
“In my opinion he hadn’t played
very well, but he made a big-time
shot there,” Williams said.
With no defender to deal with,
Maye stepped into the shot, feeling
confident but knowing that doesn’t
always mean it’s going in.
“It felt good, but I’ve had a lot
of those this year,” he said. “A lot of
barely short, barely long. But it was
good to see it go through the net.”
On Saturday, White stole the
show for UNC by tying his career
high with 33 points, his pull-up
jumper serving as UNC’s best offensive play for large stretches of the
second half as it battled back from
a seven-point deficit.
But it was Maye and senior
guard Kenny Williams who stepped
up down the stretch for the Tar
Heels, who improved to 9-1 in the
ACC for the first time in the Roy
Williams era.
Neither player was having a
great game. Maye thought he could
have played better defensively, and
he didn’t grab a single rebound in
the second half. And even though
he led UNC with 12 points at halftime, Maye hadn’t scored in over
17 minutes by the time he took his
game-tying shot.

DTH/EMILY CAROLINE SARTIN
Miami junior guard Dejan Vasiljevic (1) guards UNC senior forward Luke Maye (32) on Saturday in the Smith Center. UNC defeated Miami 88-85 in overtime.

Oddly enough, Maye talked to
Roy Williams on Friday about how
UNC hadn’t had a game come down
to the very end yet this season.
A day later, the opportunity presented itself and the senior forward,
despite the way the rest of the game
had gone, delivered.
“Naturally, we had (a close game)
today, and it showed a lot about our
team,” Maye said. “It showed a lot
about who’s going to be ready to take
the big shot.”
Maye was and so, too, was Kenny
Williams, who figured into a couple
of big shots in different ways.
It was Kenny Williams who
noticed late in the game that when
UNC would set a ball screen for
White, two defenders would follow
him, leaving Maye open. During
the timeout prior to Maye’s make,
Kenny Williams brought this up
in the huddle, and Roy Williams
based his play call on the senior

guard’s observation.
“That’s Kenny for you, man,”
White said. “Just a great leader.”
Out of the timeout, UNC executed the play the way it was supposed to, and Miami, like Kenny
Williams thought, left Maye open.
Kenny Williams had to smile at the
thought of an opponent leaving
Maye open in a late-game situation.
“They miscommunicated,” he said
with a chuckle, “and left one of the
best shooters in the country open
and he knocked it down. I wasn’t
surprised at all.”
Once overtime came around, it
was Kenny Williams’ turn to make
a key shot when UNC needed one.
Despite having only two points,
the opportunity presented itself for
UNC to run one of his favorite sets
and he was eager to shoot. After
coming off a ball screen, Kenny
Williams, without giving it a second
thought, fired away on a 3-pointer

from the top of the key, a nothingbut-net make that gave UNC its first
lead of overtime.
“I don’t think I’ll ever hesitate on
(that set),” he said. “We tried to run
it a couple of times and they covered
it pretty well. This time they didn’t
really cover it well.”
Even when his shot wasn’t falling, Kenny Williams impacted the
game in other ways. An open-court
steal and ensuing layup trimmed
the deficit down to one point late
in the second half and his good
defense continued in overtime
with him blocking Miami’s Zach
Johnson, who had the hot hand at
the time.
And on Miami’s final possession
of the game, it was Kenny Williams
who sealed the win by diving on
the floor for a loose ball after the
Hurricanes’ Lykes coughed it up.
“It wasn’t my best game by far,”
Kenny Williams said. “But Coach

still had me in the game, so I had
to try to do something to impact it.”
Saturday’s win was nowhere
near as straightforward as many
thought it would be for UNC
against a depleted Miami squad
that traveled only nine players and
played eight.
But the Tar Heels are hoping
the experience of having to chase
a game and still managing to pull
out a win will be helpful later on
this season.
“Granted we need to play much
better, but it shows some of our
resiliency,” Maye said.
Against Miami, that resiliency
was personified by Maye and Kenny
Williams, who helped turn a wouldbe unexpected loss into a seventh
straight win.
@Brennan_Doherty
@DTHSports
sports@dailytarheel.com

Women’s lacrosse earns revenge against James Madison in opener
By Alex Zietlow
Senior Writer

DTH/STELLA RENEKE
Sophomore attacker Jamie Ortega (3) fakes out James Madison junior
defender Emma Johnson (1) on Saturday in Kenan Memorial Stadium.

Jamie Ortega had been waiting on
this game for a long time.
On Saturday afternoon, the No. 2
North Carolina women’s lacrosse team
avenged its pair of losses from last
season, routing No. 4 James Madison,
18-7, in Kenan Memorial Stadium.
But for Ortega, the result starkly
contrasted from memories past.
Coming into UNC’s season opener, the sophomore remembered that
James Madison — on the way to
notching its first national championship in program history — handed
UNC its season-opening and season-ending losses of the 2018 season.
Ortega remembered her team’s
struggle against JMU’s dynamic
defense — one that switched from
zone, to man-to-man, to a hybrid of
the two in both of their matchups.
But mostly, Ortega remembered
not being ready to say goodbye to the
seniors of last year’s team after the Tar
Heels’ loss in the NCAA semifinals.

“We’re fortunate enough that
(JMU is) our first game of the season,” Ortega recalls her team saying
after its last loss of 2018.
The win marks the largest margin
of victory in the history of the UNCJMU series. The Tar Heels have
opened their seasons against The
Dukes for the past five years.
Head coach Jenny Levy said
that her program doesn’t “shy away
from big games.”
“Going into the first game of any
season, you’re curious at some point to
how you’re going to respond to being
challenged on the field,” Levy said.
In Saturday’s contest, North
Carolina put together a complete
performance, taking 10 more shots
on goal than JMU and controlling 22
of 27 draws. Conversely, in the 2018
national semifinal, UNC was edged
out in draw controls and shots on goal.
“We’re competitors and regardless
of who ends your season, if it doesn’t
end on a win, you’re still bitter about
it,” Levy said.
The win marked a powerful

introduction to an important part of
North Carolina’s new team. The Tar
Heels had six top-100 recruits debut
on Saturday.
One of these first-years was Tayler
Warehime, an attacker who scored
four goals on seven shots in her
first game as a Tar Heel. Postgame,
Warehime said that the energy she
saw her team work with in the offseason wasn’t fueled by its desire for
revenge against JMU.
“Every day, just sort of going out
and practicing, seeing how hard the
upperclassmen work, I want to work
that hard for them,” Warehime said.
With the rematch she’d been looking forward to since the end of last season, Ortega said that this win meant a
lot to her team and to her individually.
But she’s not going to chase ghosts
from seasons past.
“Last year, it didn’t end the way
we wanted, but we’re kind of a new
team with a whole different mentality. And I think we proved it
tonight,” Ortega said.
sports@dailytarheel.com

